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CHAPTER I 
BOSTON UNiVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF Fi~':.: ,'\:'D ,:,pfJLIED ARTS 
i .. i :Jfi.ARY 
INTRODUCTION .AND !ACJCGROUND 
The sixteenth century is a period of transition, muaieal.l7, froa 
modality to tonality. Muaic prior to the fifteenth century was a.].IK)st 
completely under the influence of the church and was, consequently, 
baaed upon the liturgical chant. With the rise of "huaanism" iD the 
late fourteenth century, the church's power began to wane and secularia 
was evident everywhere. B7 ·~e beginning of the sixteenth century, it 
was difficult to disti.Dguish mdality from tonality, and this was parti-
cularly true in the latter part of the sixteenth century. 
I. THI PROBLIM AND AD4 
The problem and aim of this thesis is to show to what degree 
tonality actually entered into the musical coapoaitions ot Palestrina. 
Since Palestrina's musical output was almost totally under the auspices 
ot the Roan Church, his :ausic is liturgical and, consequently, under 
the strong intluence ot the chant. However, Palestrina was also keenly 
conscious ot the times in which he lived and was not without his secular 
outlook as will be pointad out in the brief biography of his lite which 
is to appear in Section III of this chapter. 
The subject of this thesis is limited to those Magnificat& which 
Palestrina wrote during the third or last period of his musical life, 
after 1581., and which were published by him in 1591. Perusal of these 
works clearly shows that they are liOdal. There is a purity of style 
2 
and smoothness of texture that is a characteristic feature of Palestrina's 
liturgical compositions after 1571, the date which Henry Coates places as 
the beginning of Palestrina's transition from his second to third period.l 
That these Magn.iticats show the influence of tonality will be seen through-
out the main body of this thesis, Chapters III and IV. The British 
theorist and musicologist, Donald F. Tovey, states: "An aethestically 
correct account or Palestrina's tonality is auah more easily achieved 
by a description in terms of Beethoven's key-system than by uy attempt 
to refer it to the orthodox llOdal theory. n2 To make such a statement is 
to place one' a self on precarious grOUDd; however, there is a large degree 
of truth to the statement as will be shown within this thesis. 
The subject is wortq of study in that a clearer understanding of 
the tonal features in Palestrina's compositions of this period will 
emerge. 
To comprehend any art, it is helpful to understand the period in 
which it emerged. Therefore, a brief history of the Renaissance Period 
rill follow. 
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The fourteenth centU17 is strongly marked by the influences of 
laenry Coates, Pa1estJ:fpo (New York: E. P. Dutton and Comp~, 
Ina., 1938), pp. 119-120. 
2Donald F. Tovey, D• Forps of Music (New York: lleridan Books, 
1956)1 P• 51. 
the ~umanist". The ~umanista" were scholars who revered the classics 
and studied the great men, the great ideas~ the great art of the past, 
particularly the classical antiquity, and became eager students of 
humankind, enthusiasts of "human" values.J 
In literature men like Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio, and later 
Chaucer, Babelais, Cervantes 1 and the "Prince of the Humanists, " Erasmus, 
summed up the main attributes of Renaissance Humanism. 
In painting Giotto achieved a three-dimensional quality which 
suggests sculpture rather than DK>saies. The Florentine painter, Uccello, 
turned almost completely to secular subjects. Leonardo da Vinci, through 
the study of human anatoJD.Y, drew up a aeries of rules for the actions of 
muscles and established proportions between the parts of the human body 
that are still being used today. 
In llUSic the term Renaissance is best defined in terJIIS of clarity, 
balance, self-reliance, eupboJI1'1 expressiveness, and rational methods of 
composition (imitation, treatment of dissonance as opposed to complex 
involution, dimness, and a delight in technical feats).4 With Palestrina 
the "humanist" influence brought greater concern with the text, more 
tonal melodies, greater fullness of chords, a stricter use of dissonance, 
Jcrane Brinton, John Christopher, and Robert Wolff, A History of 
Cirlliza·Uon (Hew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19;5), Volwae I, P• 447. 
"willi Apel, Baryard Dictinnerx of Music (sixth printing, 1950; 
Cambridge: Harvard University Presa, 1944), p. 6J5. 
4 
and to some extent an inclination toward the dramatic and programmatic 
(word painting), an example ot which can be seen in Chapter IV in the 
section on Word Painting. In general, "Humanism" intluences music by 
its emphasis on the meaning and enunciation of the text. It was satis-
taction to the eyes and ears versus satisfaction to reason and reckoning. 
Joaquin des Pres accepted the Renaissance characteristic of appeal to 
the senses. Composers were expected to compose music to a text in place 
of music with a text. 
The beginnings of choral po3.1Phony coincide with the beginnings 
of the Renaissance movement. The development of polyphonic choral 
music took place in Italy during the tirst half of the fifteenth cen-
tury; Italy, therefore, must be considered the homeland of pol1Pbonic 
choral music.5 It must be pointed out, however, that though this musi-
cal development took place in Italy, the composers were predominantly 
of Franco-Flemish descent. 6 The works of this period are sonorous, and 
in the final cadence a full major triad sometimes occurs. These parti-
cular aspects had a strong intluence on Palestrina as his works also 
show these features. 
Polyphonic choral music developed out of the Gregorian unison 
chorus. This explains why the first polyphonic choral music occurs in 
5Manf'red F. Bukofser, Studies in Medieyal and Benaissance Music 
(New York: w. w. Norton and Company, Inc., 1950), pp. 181-182. 
6paul Lang, Music in !estern Civilization (New York: w. w. Norton 
and Company, Inc., 1941), P• 197. 
5 
the church. "The medieval church knew principally only the unison choir 
and the solo ensemble."7 In the early fifteenth century the polyphonic 
choral music is characterized by features such as four and five parts of 
a more homogeneous nature with any pair of voices generally satisfactory 
and a more frequent appearance of the dupo time signature. 8 Vocally, 
the development of sacred and secular choral music began around 14.30 
with Okeghem, Obrecht, and Joaquin, progressed to Willaert and the 
Venetian Sohool to a on]mination with Lasso and Palestrina. 9 With the 
works of his Flemish predecessors, Palestrina had a wide acquaintance. 
Since he lived so close to the Cathedral of Saint Apapit as a child, 
he could have heard much of Joaquin des Prez, Pierre de la Rue, Okeghem, 
Dutay, and others of the French and Flemish Schools.10 
In the music of the Franco-Flemish School, four-voiced polyphony 
predominated. There is equality of parts, showing a geometric symmetri-
cal design, and its technical features were the basis of style and forms 
for the entire sixteenth centur,J.ll This period in music is noted for 
its technical mastery of counterpoint and contrapuntal devices, such as, 
?Manfred F. Bukofzer, Studies in ¥edieval and Renaissance :Music 
(New York: w. w. Norton and Compl.lcy', Inc., 1950), PP• 181-182. 
8Harold Gleason, Mu§ic Literature Outlines. Music in the Middle 
Ages and Renaissance, Series I (Rochester: Levi Music Company, 1951), 
p. X-84. 
9Bukofzer, lac. cit. 
l<1Jenry Coates, Palestrina (New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 
Inc., 1938), p. 31. 
llHugh Miller, An OUtlin•-History of Music (Barnes and Noble, 
Inc., 1947), P• 31. 
6 
augmentation, inversion, and crab-canon.12 In the latter period of 
Palestrina's musical output, such complex contrapuntal features pl~d 
a minor role although he never completely abandoned them. The Magnifi-
cats, for example, are four-voiced and certainly they are contrapuntal. 
The Boman School, of Which Palestrina was the head, owed much or 
its ,.. ... ._ development to an internationalism that reached its climax 
with the Netherlands. The devices of the Netherlanders' writings in 
the latter half or the fifteenth century are round in the Italian works 
or the sixteenth century. Palestrina's early works show the influence 
ot the Netherlands School. The church, too, pl~d its part in the 
musical development of the period. 
The spiritual leadership of the Roman Catholic Church had been 
steadily declining under the succession or worldly popes. This world-
liness resulted in the Sistine Chapel with its ramus ceiling painted 
by Michelangelo, the Vatican Library, and the Basilica of Saint Peter. 
This worldliness, also, resulted in the Protestant Reformation or 1521, 
which had far-reaching consequences. This Reformation was aided by 
the invention of the printing press which made available to many people 
large quantities or printed editorials against the church; the ~uman­
ists" contributed largely to this literary output. 
12Hugh Miller, An OUtline-HistorY' of Music (Bames and Noble, 
Inc., 1947), p. 31. 
7 
The Council ot Trent (1545-1563) which was followed by the Coads-
sion or Cardinals (1564-1565) had a widespread influence on the Flemish 
School. Palestrina's ~ssa Papae Marcelli", which was written between 
the years 1"5 and 1560, marks a change in Palestrina 1 s musical style. 
The C01m.cil and Qo•ission sought to "purify" and "cleanse" church music 
or the use or instruments and amorous and lascivious melodies. They 
desired clarity or the text in performance that the listeners might 
contemplate t4e Joys or the blessed. The history or church music 
shows that ~ abuses complained or were almost all common features or 
the day.13 The obJect or the Council or Trent (twenty-second session, 
1562) was principally disciplinary; music occupied but a small part or 
the attention and reforming labors or the Commission; nevertheless, it 
must be borne in mind that this marks a turning point in Palestrina 1 s 
.usical style for he turns from harshness and complexity to clarity and 
simplicity. Palestrina's music is intended only for the liturgical 
services or the Roman Catholic Church. It is art designed with a sole 
purpose - as part or the corporate worship or the church. His music 
ns evolved out or the situation instead or being composed for it. In 
the latter part or the sixteenth century, the vertical concept was the 
beginning factor in the general renunciation or the polyphonic idea. 
13austave Reese, lUiie in the Renaissance (New York: w. w. Horton 
and Compa.IJy, Inc., 1954), pp. 448-451. 
Diatonic modality prevailed with a marked feeling f'or major and minor 
modes, and an increasing use of' chromaticism ensued. 
8 
In conclusion, the law or high Renaissance saw a change in DI8D • s 
concept of the universe with the publication in 154.3 of' De R!yolutioni-
bus Orbig, Coelestig, by Nicholas Capernicus (although this theory of 
the universe was not at first widely accepted).l4 Other important dis-
coveries, such as the magnetic compass, helped give EuropeanS the neces-
sary equipment f'or the age of' world discoveries. 
Having briefly covered the historical background of' the Renais-
sance Period, a brief biograp~ of Palestrina's life follows. 
III. PALESTRINA'S LIFE 
Giovanni Pierluigi was born in the town of' Palestrina, known in 
Roman times as Praeneste, in 1524 or 1525, the exact date being unknown. 
This town is situated only twenty miles from Rome and was sacked by the 
Emperor Charles V in 1527 at which time the town archives were destroyed 
by fire and thereby obscuring, perhaps forever, the exact date or Pales-
trina's birth. Palestrina may have been a chorister in the Cathedral 
of Saint Apapi t as a child where he could have heard the works of Duray, 
Joaquin and others. Palestrina had two brothers, Silla and Bernardino, 
14crane Brinton, John Christopher and Robert Wolff', A Historx of 
Civilization (Hew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), Volume I, p. 485. 
9 
and a sister, Palma. His parents, Sante Pierluigi and Maria Gismondi, 
occupied a fairly good social position in Palestrina as owners of houses 
and lands. 
In 1544 Palestrina accepted a position at the Cathedral of' Pales-
trina which he retained until 1551. During this period, he married 
Lucrezia .Gori - two sons, Ridolfo and Angelo, were born of this union. 
In 1551 he was appointed Master of' the Capella Juliana, the choir re-
sponsible f'or music at the services of Saint Peter's. His musical style 
at this period was under the influence of the Franco-Flemish School -
his melodic lines were angular and the harmony was frequently harsh. 
On January 13, 1555, Palestrina was duly entered on the rolls of the 
Sistine Chapel Choir - an appointment made by Pope Julius .15 
Pope Julius Was succeeded to the Holy See in 1555 by Pope Mar-
celli, who did much to rid the music of all sensual and impure elements, 
secular forms, and unedifying language. It was to Pope Marcelli that 
Palestrina dedicated the ~ssa Papae Marcelli", written sometime be-
tween the years 1555 and 1560. His style, influenced by the declara-
tiou of the Pope, was characterized by a dignity and austerity of' 
~tyle.16 There are more vocal color and "germ" themes but there are 
15Henry Davey, "Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina," Prpceedipgs 
ot the Musical Association (London: Novello and Company, Ltd., 1898-
99), Volume XXV, p. 51. 
16senry Coates, falestriM (New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 
Inc., 1938), p. 105. 
10 
still evidences of elaboration and ornamentation and unnecessar,y com-
plexity in his compositions. It is characteristic of this period that 
the singers elaborated their parts which resulted in an even greater 
complexity in actual performance. lben he left the Sistine Choir in 
1555, he took a position as musical director at Saint John Lateran. 
In 1561 he took a position at Santa Maria Maggiore where he remained 
for seven years. In the 1500's men of wealth and position desired to 
pose as excellent musicians so that there were always compositions to 
be corrected and lessons to be given. Secular music provided only 
limited opportunities for musicians but Palestrina, being the head 
and provider of a family, fixed high prices for his services. 
In 1570 he returned to Saint Peter's; since he was a celebrated 
musician in Rome, the church authorities were eager to have his ser-
vices. In church music Palestrina saw his great gift; his creative 
powers found their most perfect expression. The years between 1571 
and 1581 represent the transitionary years to his third period of 
musical composition - characterized by melodic suavity, contrapuntal 
richness and beauty, a feeling tor the maJor mode, balanced phrases, 
and lightness and delicacy of texture in design and color .17 
In the years between 1572 and 1580, through wars and epidemics, 
Palestrina ·suffered the losses of his brothers, his two sons, and his 
17Henry Coates, Palestr'n• (New York: E. P. Dutton and Comp~, 
Inc., 1938), PP• 119-120. 
11 
rife of thirty-three years - she died on July 28, 1580 - and he, himself, 
suffered serious illness. He expressed to Pope Gregory XIII his desire 
to enter the priesthood after the death of his family and even took the 
first steps in this direction in December, 1580. In Februa17 of 1581 
he met a well-to-do widow, Virginia Dormuli, and on February 24 notice 
of an intended marriage between the two ns posted. They were married 
on March 28, 1581. 
Palestrina seems to have taken over his wife's business affairs 
while still carrying on his duties at Saint Peter's. Besides the busi-
ness, furs and leather, Palestrina busied himself with putting out edi-
tions of his music and dabbling in property. It was during the period 
dating from 1575 to 1585 that he wrote a set of Magnificat& on both 
the even and the odd verses o This book of llagnificats was published 
in 1591, the only book of Magnit'icats published during his lifetiM. 
Palestrina had an attack of pleurisy on January 26, 1594, from which 
he was unable to rally. He died on February 2, 1594 and was buried in 
Saint Peter's in Rome. The burial was held on the same day of his 
death, according to custom. 
Musically, Palestrina knew exactly what he wanted and how to 
achieve it. His music in his third period is logical and controlled. 
It is interesting to note that he seems to have worked out details of 
his own music from a full score. The direct line of descendants came 
to an end in or after 1677 o 
IV. CllGAHIZATION OF THE REMAINDER 
OF THE THESIS 
12 
The organization or the remainder or the thesis is divided into 
four main sections: (1) the Magnificat, (2) the modes, (3) modality 
and tonality, and (4) linear aspects. These tour main sections are so 
set up as to proceed logically, step by step, from a consideration or 
Just what the Magnificat is to a thorough survey or the modes (since 
any comprehension or the forces or modality versus tonality is impos-
sible without perspicaciousness or the working principles or the modes) 
through the sections wherein the principles or tonality are located and 
observed, vertically and horizontally. Chapter V, the Conclusion, com-
pletes the main body or the thesis. This chapter will summarize the 
findings or the various sections showing, succinctly, the more impor-
tant findings and conclusions or the whole study. The findings will be 
or value to those interested in having a concise and condensed .anu-
script showing the degree or tonality characteristic in this transi-
tionary period or music theory. 
CHAPTER II 
THE MAGNIFICAT 
The Magnificat is the Canticle of the Virgin, "The Song of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary," in the plainsong services of the Roman Catholic 
Chureh.1 It is sung to the same tones as the Psalms, but in a diffe-
rent form, with more elaborate intonations and meditations. A. Magni-
ficat composition is a musical setting of this text. In the poly-
phonic music of the fifteenth through the eighteenth centuries, the 
:Magnificat had played a pro:minant role. This Canticle to the Virgin 
is found in the New Testament of the Holy Bible in the Gospel accord-
ing to Saint Luke I: 46-55. 
n 
. . . 
I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF 
THE MAGNIFICAT 
the :Magnificat is the fulfillment of the Old Testament 
prophecy and celebrates the m;ystery of the Virgin birth, which is one 
of the fundamental doctrines of Christianity, in a glorious hymn of 
praise, an 'ecstasy of humility' (Saint .Ambrose). n2 The Magnificat 
lBoth the Latin text and the English translation of the Magnificat 
text are located in the Appendix. 
2Paul Giuliana, "History and Development of Magnificat Settings in 
the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
Union Theological Seminary, 1949), page v. 
14 
compositions composed in the early Renaissance have roots in the plain-
chant based on the psalm tones. Much or the music in the Renaissance 
Period is based on the plainsong, for the plainsong is musical speech. 
The psalm toner 8 effect upon the structure and the influence or the 
biblical text exerts a tremendous influence upon the musical expression, 
but not so much in the sixteenth century as earlier. This lack or in-
fluence is particularly noticeable in Palestrina's late Magnificat& by 
the thickening or the final cadence with a third to create a stronger 
tonal teeltng (an indication or Palestrina's advanced tonal sense over 
modality). In the Roman Church, the Magnificat is performed as a high 
point in the Service of Evensoq or Vespers. The Magnificat has also 
been adopted in the services of the Lutheran and .Anglican Church as 
well as the Roman Church. There is little difference in the antiphonal 
perforaance of the Magnificat by these three churches. From about 1530 
on, one seldom encounters a vocal composition which has not been, at 
least in part, influenced by the text. 
II. T1XTU1W. CONSIDERATIONS 
\Yby was the Magnificat text so popular with composers? Because 
the frequency of performance made the canticle text an integral factor 
iD the liturgical life ot the people, and this familiarity made it JD:'>re 
acceptable to the composer. The te::x:t or the Magnificat is always the 
same and was freely composed by the maJority of the composers or the 
latter part or the sixteenth century. 
15 
The ~ticat caneists of twelve verses which are divided into 
even- and odd-numbered verses. The practice of setting to music all the 
verses ot the Magnificat was more prominant in the latter part ot the 
sixteenth century, especially with the composers of the Venetia.h School. 
This practice was due principally to their use ot polychoral techniques 
which admitted as much original material as possible without deviating 
troa the older antiphonal tradition or pertol"Dl8Dce. The influence or 
the polychoral style ot the contemporary Venetian School on Palestrina 
is vividly apparent since .Palestrina frequently used two tour-part 
choruses, largely antiphonally, but from time to time combined in part 
or in whole. This is particularly evident in his mtets. 
The text ot the Magnificat provided an excellent vehicle tor 
expressional considerations. The length ot the text undoubtedly played 
its part since each line presents a complete musical sentence. (More 
will be said concerning this aspect ot the text in Chapter IV under 
Phrase Divisions.) 
The Magnificat is preceded and followed by a complete antiphone. 
The first chanted text line is "Magnificat" as the first three words 
ot the line, "It aid Maria" (and Mary said), are never sung.3 Late in 
the sixteenth century 1 the word "Magnificat" was usually intoned by 
3paul Giuliana, "History and Development ot Magnificat Settings in 
the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
Union Theological Seminary, 1949), page vii. 
16 
the choir. The technique of setting the odd or even verses to music and 
allowing the alternating verses to be chanted first appeared about the 
time of Obrecht and prevailed through most or the sixteenth century in 
all schools.4 Composers such as Victoria and Palestrina set all the 
verses to music but others of the period preferred either the odd or 
the even verses. 
The reasons tor the even-numbered verses being composed are as 
follows: (1) in order to permit the entire first line to be intoned 
without interruption, and (2) textural line L (As it was in the begin-
ning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen.) could con-
tain the composer's ideas for effects such as final cadence force, 
climax, ew.5 Line L gives a eUlii.Ulative effect. It must necessarily 
be pointed out at this time that lines K and L do not belong to the 
text or the Magnificat but they are almost always employed at the eon-
elusion of the composition. They are called the Lesser Doxology; they 
are always chanted at the end of the Psalms and Canticles. 
The reasons for the odd-nuabered verses being composed are as 
follows: (1) to do so allowed the performance or the Magnificat to 
begin and terminate with greater purity or the liturgical chant, there-
by, allowing the word "Magnificat" to be intoned on the initium or the 
4Paul Giuliana, "History and Development of Magnificat Settings in 
the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
Union Theological Seminary, 1949), page 39. 
5l1U4., P• 31 
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Gregorian formula, and (2) the melodic influence of the psalm tone ele-
ment remains more intact in the first line. 6 
In performance, the alternate text was chanted when either the 
odd- or even-numbered text, as the case may be, was sung. This prin-
ciple or alternating the texts followed the antiphonal principle em-
ployed in psalmody. The texts were done entirely, one chanted, one 
sung. The odd verses begin and end with greater purity or the litur-
gical chant; however, the majority or the Magnificat compositions or 
the period have been set to the even-numbered verses. This preference 
for the even-numbered verses over the odd-numbered verses significantly 
points out the tendency to break away from modal! ty and move toward 
tonality. Palestrina's linear polyphony, in his Magnificat composi-
tions, is more subject to the law or the triad than say the Magnificat 
compositions or his predecessor, Joaquin des Prez. 
That the Protestant Church also uses the Magnificat setting is 
further substantiated by the "Gloria Patri" which closes the Magnificat 
in tone III in the series' setting or the odd-numbered verses, for this 
"Gloria Patri" is the source or the Protestant hymn, "The Strife is 0 'er". 7 
Having covered both the historical background and the textural 
considerations of the Magnificat proper, the final section, Palestrina's 
Magnificats, concludes this chapter. 
6paul Giuliana, "History and Development of Magnificat Settings in 
the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
Union Theological Seminary, 1949), P• J2. 
7 Gustave Reese 1 Vuaic in the aenaissance (New York: \Y. \Y. Norton 
and Company, Inc., 1954), P• 469. 
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III. PALESTRINA'S MAGNIFICJ.TS 
The Magnificat& constitute a highly characteristic part of Pales-
trina's liturgical music and are especially interesting as examples of 
music lfhich are both mdal and tonal. 8 Palestrina's complete Magnificat 
writing is today preserved in one volume, Volume XXVII, in the Collected 
Edition of his works by Breitkopt und Hirtel; however, these works were 
not all written at the &8J18 period of his life, and they were not all 
published during his lifetime. 
The Magnificat& belonging to the Julian Choir are asaumed to 
date from Palestrina's first stay at Saint Peter's (1551-1555).9 This 
group of Magnificat& is numbered in the Collected Edition as Book Num-
ber Two. It consists of eight .Magnificat compositions, based on the 
eight modes, and they are in four parts with the Gloria in five and 
six parts. In the Collected Edition, these works may be found on pages 
seventy-nine through 143. 
The next book of .Magnificats was composed for the church of 
Saint John Lateran during the period from 1555-1559.10 This book is 
numbered in the Collected Edition as Book Number Three. The text is 
composed on the eight tones tor four and six voices and an extra voice 
for the Gloria. In the Collected Edition, these works can be found on 
8Henry Coates, Palestr1p• (New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 
Inc., 1938), p. 184. 
9.DU.4., pp. 184-185. 
10~. 
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pages 147 through 234. Neither the works in Book Humber Two nor those 
in Book Humber Three were published during Palestrina's lifetime. The 
dates or these compositions are merely conJecture. The rather florid, 
ornate style or the DtUSic and the constant employment or ingenious 
canonic devices point to early works atter the old Flemish :manner. 
The only book or Magnificats published by Palestrina and desig-
nated by him as Book One {really the third in order or composition) 
was written between 1575 and 1585.11 In 1591, Palestrina dedicated 
to Pope Gregory XIV his "Magnificat Octo'\onum liber primus". This 
work consists or two sets or Magnificats for tour voices on each of' 
the eight psalm tones in order, one set rl th the odd verses composed, 
the other with the even. These llagnit'icats have an ease or mvement, 
a melodic suavity, a clarity and simplicity or effect which Palestrina 
realized as the most suitable tor church music. The settings are 
simple and they were undoubtedly published because of their suitability 
and practicability. In the Collected Edition, these works may be 
located on pages one through seventy-six. 
It was from this last composed group of' Magnit'icats that examples 
for this thesis were drawn. or the sixteen Magnificats {eight for the 
odd verses and eight for the even verses), the eight even-numbered 
verses were analyzed. This book of' Magnificats was chosen beaause: 
llHenry Coates, PaleStrina {Hew York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 
Inc., 1938), pp. 184-185. 
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(1) the works· were composed during Palestrina's mature period and would, 
consequently, reap the tull benefits of' his musical genius, and (2) 
these Magnif'icats were composed in the last quarter of' the sixteeath 
century and would be more likely to show the influence of' the growiDg 
concept of' tonality in IIUBic. A short score arrangement of' the works 
analyzed can be found in the Appendix of' this thesis. 
Besides these three books of' Magnif'icats, there are three sepa-
rate Nagnif'icats included in the Collected Edition; two for four voices 
are found on pages 244 and 251, and one for eight voices which begins 
on page 235. 
In conclusion, the lines of' the Magnificat admit of' a natural 
metrical division. The meditation occurs at the end of the first line. 
The second half of' the text line is taken up by the remainder of' the 
psalm tone. This procedure is applied to each line throughout the 
Magnificat. 
"It has been remarked that Pierluigi must have had a special 
veneration for the Queen of Heaven. Certain is it that in all text 
relating to our Lord's mther, he employs what may be described as a 
certain atmospheric quality, a purity, clarity of tone in remarkable 
harmony with the attributes of' the Virgin-mother.n12 
F.(( owi~ +i~~ Iii ' 1 ~~ ta • study of the .Magnificat text, attention is 
now turned to the music of' the Magnificat. 
l.2zoe Kendrick Pyne, Pale stripe. His Life and Time (New York: 
Dodd, Mead and Company, 1923), PP• 138-139. 
CHAPTER III 
MODALITY AND TONALITY 
HAIU)NIC COOSIDERATIONS 
The ecclesiastical modes are the architectural framework around 
which Renaissance music is constructed. A. knowledge of the modes is a 
prerequisite to understanding the music of this period. When there is 
a comprehension of the modes, it is possible to see the degree to which 
these modes have been altered to achieve tonality. Harmonic understand-
ing is then possible. 
I. THE MODES 
Historical Peve1opment 
The medieval modes or scales, often called the church or eccle-
siastical modes, are the result of a gradual process of evolution cul-
minating in the sixteenth century. The early Roman Church was pre-
eminently Greek in character and in personnel; therefore, church music 
clung closely to the Greek traditions.1 Roman Church music gradually 
grew in importance and organization, and it is from this Roman music 
school that the bulk of the so-called Gregorian music was composed. 
lcurt Sachs, Qur MUsiCal Heritage (second edition; New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), pp. 56-58. 
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It is concluded then, although not unanimously, that the eight-mode 
system lay behind the great plainsong compositions that form the musi-
cal corpus of the Western Church. In essence, as the music greY more 
ornate, modality came to depend more upon the newly conceived final 
and less upon the dominant. 
In the ninth century, the distinction between authentic and 
plagal was clearly drawn in theory but this distinction was obscured 
in practice. The theorists at this time resisted attempts to make 
twelve modes instead of eight, regarding twelve as unnecessary. 
The chief innovation in the tenth and eleventh centuries was 
the change of the dominant of the third mode from B to C. This change 
is adhered to in theory but not in practice. Between the tnlfth and 
sixteenth centuries, other modifications in the plainsong were due 
primarily to "papular music," the spirit of folksong, and the growth 
of harmonized and measured music. With the growth of harmony and 
the perfect close, the leading tone became a necessity. This meant 
that chromatic alterations were necessary in some of the mdes, 
which brought about musica ficta and the eventual downfall of modality. 
During the sixteenth century, there were two scale systems em-
ployed by the musicians: (1) the hexachordal, used for singing, and 
(2) the modal, used for composing. There were eight recognized church 
modes: 
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In 1547, Glareanus published the famous theoretical work entitled, 
Po4eklchprdgn, in which he presented a twelve-mode system.2 He added, 
to the already existing eight church modes, four others - the authentic 
on A and C, plus their plagal versions. This treatise represents an 
attempt to recognize the factual existence of major and minor. For 
practical purposes, the modes in regular use that have distinctively 
different characteristic features are: the Dorian, Phrygian, Mixo-
lydian, Aeolian, and Ionian (the Lydian mode with the B-flat was 
superseded by the Ionian mode since both have the same interval rela-
tionship). It is seen in the above examples that each authentic mode 
has a corresponding plagal or hypo mode; both share the same final 
but have different ranges. These modes are all pure when no accidental& 
are used. 
The composers or the sixteenth century 1 however, did not adhere 
to a strict pure scale. The introduction or B-flat represents the 
first step in the development of chromaticism. The B-flat was intro-
duced to avoid the tritone and with the concept of transposing the 
modes up a fourth or down a fifth, E-flat was necessarily added. Other 
chromatic tones arose from the then established rules of harmony. 
Since the trend was toward the full close, the minor third was not 
2curt Sachs, Qur Musica1 Ueritage (second edition; New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955)1 P• 178. 
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used at the conclusion or a phrase since a major third gave a more con-
v~cing cadence. The final chord, then, was compelled to either omit 
the third or cause it to be made major; hence, the chromatic tones, F-
sharp, C-sharp, and G-sharp. (The ~ian, Mixolydian, and Ionian mdes 
have naturally a major third in the scale.) Enharmonic equivalents 
were not used because the tempered scale had not been developed. With 
the above chromatic tones, a twelve-tone system emerged.3 
-·-·-------··-- ~• ·-·0 •·it~ -!1-..~·-_·3 .. ___ I .... -· L...-\.if-0 f.O - l[ - ·----_- .... ···0-·' .... ~ ~--------· --· ... -~---·- . -------- .... -:_,__. - .... __ _ 
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Next came the application or the tones in triadic form:4 
Gioserro Zarlino in Le Istitutione Harmoniche (1558) established 
both the major and minor thirds in harmony. He determined their size 
3A. Madeley Richardson, The Mediaeval MQdes (New York: H. w. 
Gray Company, Inc., 1933), p. 51 
4Ibid. 
by the mathematically harmonic division of the vibrating string.5 In 
the sixteenth century, the modes gradually lost their identities - a 
foreshadow of the present-day major and minor system. From Zarlino 
and his treatise, the road of harmonic theory led to Jean-Philippe 
Rameau and his work, Iraite de l'Harmgnie of 1722.6 
Scale Patterns 
Each scale contains two mdes or rules of melody. The melody 
in the authentic mode ranges between the final and its upper octave 
and is historically the earliest. The melody in the plagal or hypo 
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mode ranges between the fifth of the scale and its octave. Both melo-
dies always end and al.JD:>st always begin on the final of the scale or 
tone upon which the mode is conatructed. 
The melodic compass of the tenor will indicate which form the 
composition is to be considered, authentic or plagal, unless plainsong 
is present in some other voice. Since adjacent voice ranges are 
approximately a fifth apart, the soprano and tenor range about an 
octave apart and the alto and bass are about an octave apart. This 
puts the soprano and tenor in the same form of the mode, and the alto 
and bass in the same form. Logically, it follows that if the soprano 
5curt Sachs, Our Musical Heritue (second edition; New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), p. 179. 
6Ibid. 
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and tenor sing in an authentic JIK)de, the alto and bass will sing in the 
plagal mode, or vice versa. The final note in the lowest part will in-
dicate the mode. The basic pillara or melodies and, therefore modes, 
are the tonic, the "tone or resolution," and the dominant, the "tone or 
tension•. The melodies sometimes range a note above the octave, and it 
is common for them to go a note below the octave range. Generally, 
speaking, if the melody does not range more than a fifth above the 
final, it is plagal even it the whole lower range is not covered.? 
By the sixteenth century, adherence to the cantua firmus was 
considerably relaxed, and a composer was free to write his own themes. 
The unifying elements in modal melodies are rhythm, movements by step 
or skip, repetitions or single notes or figures, sequences, and struc-
ture or the phrases. A firm establishment or the major-minor modal 
system is evident in the latter part or the seventeenth century. 
The use or the modes gives the composer a large number or dif-
ferent scale patterns upon which to build compositions since each mode 
has a different internal arrangement or whole and half steps. The 
tonal system or harmony, in contrast, has only two predominant scale 
patterns, major and minor. Despite this, the tonal system has its 
advantages in its greater modulatory resources. 
7Arthur Tillman Merritt, Sixteenth Century Pol:rphony (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1939), p. 7. 
CharaCteristic features 
In only two or the modal scales, the Lydian and the Ionian, is 
there a natural ascending semitone scale step leading to the tonic or 
final note. 
Lydian . ) Ionian 
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With the rise or tonality in the sixteenth century, all other 
modes had to artificially create the semitone interval by the use or 
chromaticism. Attempts were made to avoid this alteration or the 
modal scale by the use or the Phrygian mode and the plagal mode, but 
the strong feeling or finality achieved by the leading tone cadence 
superseded all attempts to retain the purity or the modes. The a bun-
dance or examples or the raised leading tone seen in Palestrina's 
cadences (examples or which will be seen later in this chapter) indi-
cates that he was a leader in the progress or tonality. The Hypo-
dorian mode in practice was generally transposed to accommodate the 
soprano and tenor voices and the melodies constantly exceed the octave 
range. The Hypophrygian mode 1 like the Hypodorian, was often trans-
posed. Two other characteristic features or this mode, the Hypo-
phrygian, are: (1) the tendency towards the ecale or A, and (2) a 
tendency to cadence on A, producing the effect or the Aeolian mode, 
which is only distinguished by the final cadence. or the eight Mag-
nificat compositions analyzed, none were in the Hypophrygian mode. 
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It is interesting to note that the psalm tones do not in every 
respect conform with the scheme ot the mdes since the tinalis frequently 
ditters trom the theory. It is only the dominant ot the mode and the 
range that are strictly observed. 
In conclusion, to gain a clear conception ot the character ot 
the ecclesiastical modes, it must be remembered that they do not serve, 
as does the tonal system, as a foundation tor the harmony, but are used 
merely tor the melody.8 MOdal harmony depends on part-writings and, 
thus, reflect the linear approach. 
II. HABWNY AND TONALITY 
Tonality manifests itselt in a variety ot ways, such as, through 
the leading tone, cadences, sustained tone, and melodic skips. In the 
sixteenth century, the demand tor fullness and independent pleasantness 
ot the harmonies increased. Zarlino, in his Le Istitutigne Barmoniche, 
advocated the use or the third and titth (or sixth) over the bass tone.9 
Obrecht, tor instance, gave his cadences full triadic final chords 
instead or the empty titths and octaves; and, likewise, Joaquin delighted 
in chains or resttul perfect chords. Certainly Palestrina, living through 
8Karl Net, An Outline ot the Riston ot Music, trans. Carl F. 
Ptatteicher (New York: Columbia University Press, 1935), p. 21. 
9Arthur Tillman Merritt, Sixteenth Centurv pglyphQDY (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1939), P• 97. 
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most of the sixteenth century, could not help but be influenced by the 
trend toward tonality - church musician notwithstanding. To understand 
the various characteristics of Palestrina's style1 it is necessary to 
dismiss from the mind any idea of a fixed bass supporting definite har-
monies. 
Chroma.ticism 
MUsica ficta. As far back as the l.JOO's1 musica ficta was one 
of a set of principles that affected progressions in counterpoint and 
harmony. It began as a means to avoid the tritone, thus, B-flat was 
the first tone to be extensively altered in mdality. Soon thereafter, 
E-flat, F-sharp, and G-sharp were added to the growing list of chroma-
tic tones. Through this use of chromaticism, the modes began to lose 
their distinctness and there emerged the feeling for major and minor 
scales. With the practice of transposition and chromaticism of the 
modes, the Lydian and Mixolydian became virtually indistinguishable 
from the Ionian. The following musical example shows the degree to 
which a tonal feeling is apparent in Palestrina's writing. This exam-
ple is taken from the opening five measures of Octavi Toni. The Mag-
nificat is in the Mixolydian mode which accounts for the F-sharp at 
the cadence since a chromatic alteration of the seventh degree at a 
cadence is necessary in this mode. The F-natural1 seen in measures 
two and four1 is permissible because at these two places the tone 
does not f'\mction as a leading tone and is 1 therefore 1 quite within 
the limits or this mode. 
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The significant feature about the example, however, is the strong feel-
ing that is conveyed that this composition is in the Ionian mode. 
Observe the possible figuration of the harmony if this is thought of in 
the key of C major. 
Whenever there has been a chromatic alteration, it can be 
accounted for, most usually, by its function as a leading tone at a 
cadence point or as a raised third in the final cadence. The follow-
ing example is taken from the Magnificat on Sexti Toni, measures 
ninety-seven and ninety-eight. 
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Here the C-sharp is not common to the mde, but there being a temporary 
cadence on D in measure 98, it is functioning as a leading tone to D. 
By thinking or this section in the key or d minor, the chord with the 
C-sharp would be a V, progressing to a I. 
Throughout the whole of these Magnificats, musica ficta is 
employed at the cadence points, producing a half-step interval to the 
tonic. Notice in the examples below, taken from the Magnificat on 
Primi Toni (transposed Dorian), bow the penultimate note to the final 
is raised to create a half-step to the finalis. 
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In measure 111, the E-flat is functioning as an embellishing or neigh-
boring tone - adding color to the cadence as a whole. It should be 
noticed throughout that the note altered by musica ticta is never 
doubled. It should, also, be pointed out that in traditional harmony, 
the leading tone is never doubled. Thus, a parallelism can be drawn 
between these two features. 
The use or music a ticta during the sixteenth century, in 
general, caused a gradual elimination or the ecclesiastical modes and 
brought about the later adoption or the modern major and minor scales 
and modulation. Another significant feature in the use or musica 
ticta to bring about tonality was the practice or causing the third in 
the final cbord to be made major; tor example, the cadence in measures 
sixty-six and sixty-seven of Primi Toni. 
66 67 
In these two measures not only is the raised leading tone feature seen, 
but also, the raised third in the final chord, which concludes this sec-
tion (section three). Other examples of the raised third are employed 
wherever the third is used in the final cadence throughout the Pales-
trina works analyzed; for instance, measures eighty and eighty-one, 
142 and 143, and sixty and sixty-one in Quarti Toni, Septimi Toni, and 
Quinti Toni, respectively. MU&ica ficta is used to create a leading 
tone cadence and to lend variety to the melodic lines and chord struc-
tures. By the use or this c~ticism, the cadence is made more con-
vincing and its use brought about the recognition or the "leading tone". 
Lead,ipg tone• The leading tone in the sixteenth century was in-
variably raised to produce the half step to the finalis. The raised 
leading tone is one characteristic feature or tonality; therefore, the 
employment or a raised leading tone by Palestrina and others or the 
period shows a marked reeling for .tonality over modality. Numerous 
examples or this feature have already been pointed out in the discus-
sion or musica ficta. Two more examples are given below, taken from 
Secundi Toni, measures nineteen and twenty, and fifty-seven and fifty-
eight. 
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The evolution or the leading tone and chromaticism is not unique 
with the sixteenth century composers tor Adrian Willaert (c. 1480-1562) 
~el.t, 
and his pupil, Cypriano de -Boee- (1516-1565) 1 did much to bring about 
true chromaticism.10 
In summary, the consistent and compulsory use or the leading 
tone is one or the chief features or tonality, as opposed to modality. 
It is interesting to note, however, that the leading tone, the seventh 
degree or the tonal scale, for all its importance as an indicator or 
the tonic through its melodic tendency, is not considered a basic 
structural factor in tonality .u 
Cadences 
""' The cadence is one or the strongest indicators or the tonal sys-
tem. In the trans! tion to polyphony, the chief modification in the 
ecclesiastical modes was the introduction or the leading tone at the 
cadence. Another change wrought in the ecclesiastical modes was the 
interval relationship or the melodic dominant to the tonic. 
The dominant cadence came into use in the early fifteenth cen-
tury when a practice was established, in two-part writing, to have one 
voice move to the tonic by a whole step and the other by a half step. 
10willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music (sixth printing, 1950; 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1944), P• 144. 
llwalter Piston, Harmonv (revised edition; New York: w. W. Norton 
and Company, Inc., 1948), p. :,32. 
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In four parts or more, the cadence is simply a variety of one of these 
forms with one or more notes doubled; hence, the development of the 
dominant major chord leading to a full close. By the process of musica 
ficta, any mode can produce this close. The final chord was not neces-
sarily complete since it was not uncommon to omit the third from the 
final chord. This omission of the third happens frequently in Pales-
trina's cadences, yet even when omitted from the final chord of the 
cadence, the final chord is still considered to be a major triad and 
not a minor triad. When the third is present, it is usually in an 
important cadence that marks the end of a clearly-defined musical sec-
tion. (A minor triad, replaced by a major triad has the effect of 
adding to the finality of the tonic sense.) Entrances of voices in 
the cadence are not of uniform length but are varied rhythmically 
since this is polyphony. 
The fact that the final chord in any mode was major strongly 
points to the breakdown of the modal system (coupled w1 th the natural-
ness of the melodic progressions inherent in the Aeolian and Ionian 
modes). A minor triad could not be used at the end of a phrase since 
it was regarded as a discordant.12 The effect of the cadence is power-
ful since it gathers up the threads woven by the freely-moving harmonies 
and ties them together on the final of the mode where they repose. 
12A. Madeley Richardson, The Mediaeval li;)des (New York: H. w. 
Gray Company, Inc., 1933), p. 50. 
Examples or each or five "types" of cadences to be discussed 
will illustrate a feature or tonality in Palestrina's music. 
Fu11 cadence. The Full cadence is coJJDDOn in all modes, with 
the exception of the Phrygian mode. This cadence, the Full cadence, 
requires the half-step interval proceeding to the tonic. Root posi-
tion prevails in both the penultimate chord and the final chord. 
Simply, the Full cadence is a major dominant triad D>Ving to a major 
triad built on the final.13 
23 24 109 110 
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The first of the two examples is from the :Magnificat on the Primi Toni 
(transposed Dorian) 1 measures twenty-three and twenty-four, and the 
second example is from the .Magnificat on the Octavi Toni (Mixolydian 
. 
13Arthur Tillman Merritt, Sixteenth Century Polyphony (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1939), P• 92. 
• 
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mode), measures 109 and 110. Both examples shoW' the dominant to tonic 
movement in the bass, the half -step leading tone to the tonic, and the 
varying entrances of voice lines to the final. Especially notice in 
the second example the subdominant chord preceding the dominant - a 
perfect example of a IV, v, I cadence - tonality 'Without question. 
Phrygian cadence. The Phr,ygian cadence is the cadence charac-
teristic to the Phr,ygian mode. The Phr,ygian mode remains distinct 
from the other modes because it does not admit of a perfect cadence 
since D-sharp is not available. The final chord is major but its com-
pleteness is arbitrary. The penultimate chord is a minor VII chord 
and is mat often found in first inversion.14 In the Magnificat on 
Quarti Toni (in the Phrygian mde) whenever a VII to I cadence ns 
used, the VII was alYays employed in first inversion. In this Magni-
ficat, the VII6 to I cadence was only used once at the end of a section; 
this example is given beloy. Other illustrations of the VII6 to I pro-
gression in this Magnificat can be seen in measures four and five, 
forty-seven and forty-eight, seventy and seventy-one, and 108 and 109. 
At these places, cadences are not as strongly felt as the cadences at 
the end of the various sections. There is no alteration necessary in 
this mde since there is a natural half-step interval to the tonic in 
F to E; therefore, F is never sharped. The cadence is inconclusive 
14Arthur Tillman Merritt, Sixteenth Centurx Polvnhou (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 19.39), P• 93. 
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and, therefore, frequently reinforced at the end of the composition by 
a plagal cadence. The IV to I progression occurs in five out of six of 
the cadences used at the end of the sections. The Phrygian cadence is 
frequently used as an intermediate cadence in other modes for the sake 
of variety. 
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These two examples were taken from the .Magnificat, Quarti Toni, measures 
sixty-one, sixty-two and sixty-three, and 102 and 10.3. The first exam-
ple gives an excellent illustration of the Phrygian cadence being rein-
forced by a plagal cadence; it gives the listener a feeling of the 
musical completeness and the unequivocal degree of repose. More impor-
tant, however, is the distinct example of tonality which arises. The 
second example shows the whole- and halt -step movement to the final and 
the first inversion of the penultimate VII chord. This cadence, 
occurring at the end of section five, does not give the feeling of re-
pose but it does give the impression of a Half cadence. This is 
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especially felt since the following measure consists solely of an A in 
the bass part. Even this feature, though, seems to be a strong indica-
tion of tonal thinking since a Half cadence is an integral part of 
tonal composition. (However, Palestrina did sometimes switch A and E 
around and end on A _rather thanE to give a feeling of repose.} 
Plagal cadepce. The Plagal cadence is a cadence built on the 
subdominant (a fourth above or a fifth below the finalis}. It is some-
times major, as in the Mixolydian and Ionian modes, or minor, as in 
the Dorian, Phrygian, and Aeolian mdes. Like the other cadences, 
the final chord is _major, with or without the third (without the 
third, the major quality is assumed}. Both the penultimate and final 
chords are in root position. The cadence may be ornamented with vari-
ous types of dissonances and may be approached by suspension. 
I I 
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The first example, from Tertii Toni, measures 105 and 106, shows the 
minor quality of' the penul tima:te chord and the half' -step movement in 
-
the soprano to the final in the "tonic" chord. The second example, 
from Octavi Toni, measures fifty-four and fifty-five, shows the major 
quality or the penultimate chord. Both or these examples give the 
reeling or repose at the cadence 1 and both strongly suggest the tonal 
thinking of Palestrina. 
Interrupted cacience. The Interrupted cadence varies in its 
progressive movement. One type is to have the penultimate dominant 
triad progress to the triad a second above. This type or Interrupted 
cadence is rare in the Magnificats examined. An example can be seen 
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in the Magnificat on Tertii Toni, measures thirty-four and thirty-five, 
Aeolian mode. 
IV v VI 
This cadence is rather strongly felt at this point in the compos! tion 
and represents the only clearly defined cadence of its type in the 
works examined. It is coJII8)D].y' referred to in the common practice 
period as a "deceptive cadence". The deceptive cadence is a good 
indicator or the tonality but it is "· •• the establishment of the 
dominant as such which shows the key, and not its ultimate chord or 
resolution. nl5 The V to VI, psychologically, heightens the desire 
15wa1ter Piston, Hanpny (revised edition; New York: w. w. 
Norton and Company, Inc., 1948), P• 132. 
for the tonic and, therefore, is good for establishing tonality. 
In a second type, the penultimate dominant triad proceeds to 
the subdominant triad. The following example, from Sexti Toni, mea-
sures .38, .391 and 40, will illustrate this type. 
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This illustration is an outstanding example of this particular type of 
Interrupted c~dence. In this illustration, the cadence resolves to 
the tonic in the next measure to conclude the section. 
Another excellent example of an Interrupted cadence, a type in 
which there is a sudden shift in harmonic direction from the dominant 
to something quite unexpected, is seen in measures 117 and 118 in the 
Magnificat on the Secundi Toni. The following example embraces mea-
sures 116 through 120, marking the conclusion of the Magnificat on this 
tone. In this example the dominant progresses to a subdominant with a 
lowered third. 
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Half c&4ence. The Half cadence is a cadence which is built on 
the dominant in every mode except the Phrygian. The chord of repose, 
the dominant, is a major chord. The penultimate chord varies. In the 
following example, from Sexti Toni, measures fourteen through seven-
teen and a portion of measure eighteen, the penultimate chord is in 
root position and is constructed on the final tone. In order to better 
observe the function of this cadence, three measures precede the cadence 
point. 
pt~:-.......lf----llf-+..:!i~t-~--x---.!H----~~-....... ......r-*-B----'~_:..--~1)....1.--'L--;~-r-; t 
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This cadence has the same function as the Half cadence in the eighteenth 
century "common practice" period of tonal harmony and, therefore, a 
parallelism between the two can be drawn. The relationship of dominant 
in the middle cadence to tonic at the final cadence presents a strong 
sense of tonality and cohesion of structure. This growing adherence to 
a tonal center shows evidence of tonal consideration and thought, 
Intermediate ca<lence, The last type of cadence is the Interme-
diate cadence. This is an unobtrusive type of cadence where the voices 
frequently overlap to keep the music flowing from one section to another. 
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This type of cadence is more frequently found in familiar style rather 
than in fugal style which dominates the Magnificats. Mention of this 
cadence is made only to complete the types of cadences found in this 
period. 
The important thing to remember is that all the cadences are 
vertical manifestations of tonality. Since these tonal features are 
observable in Palestrina's Magnificat writing, they give a clear pic-
ture of his advanced tonal thinking and writing while staying within 
the bounds of church requirements.of this period. With the completion 
of the cadence, a dominant vertical expression of tonality in Pales-
trina's Magnificats, attention is now turned to modulation. 
Modul.ati011 
Modulation in this period means cadence. In the sixteenth cen-
tury sense, modulation simply consisted of cadencing on various degrees 
of the mode - there is no real shift of tonality from one key to an-
other.16 The power to "modulate" depended on the rhythmic iJII:petus of 
the cadence to give the definite feeling of change of tonality. When-
ever a modal composition cadenced on a tone other than its final, it 
was momentarily "visiting" another mode, but it did not establish it-
self as being in this new mode. Palestrina's "modulation" in his 
16Arthur Tillman Merritt, Sixteenth Centurv Polmhony (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1939), p. 91. 
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Magnificat.s gives cogent evidence or his reeling toward tonality and 
his desire t.o change the tonal center. It is on the greater modulatory 
resources available to the composer, the power to change t.he tonality 
temporarily, that the major and minor scales have their superior! t.y 
over the modal scales. Undoubtedly, Palestrina and his contemporaries 
were -~g toward this goal. In the sixteenth century, if there 
was a "modulation" to C in a composition in t.he Mixolydian mode, it. 
did not. mean that the ha.rJIDnic center had shifted from t.he tonality 
or G to that. or C - such conceptions were foreign to composers or this 
period. What actually transpired was that a cadence had been formed 
on the note c, in a position where its cadential character was unmis-
takably felt. .An example, from Seclmdi Toni, measures forty-six 
through fifty, will illustrate this point. 
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This example is, undoubtedly, one or the "purest" illustrations or the 
"moduiatory" techniques or Palestrina. The key or B-flat major (by our 
major and minor tonal system) could not be more strongly felt; yet, this 
Magnificat is wri tt.en in t.he transposed Hypodorian mode. Observe the 
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dominant to tonic (thinking in terms of B-flat major) movement in the 
bass and the triadic outline or B-tlat in the upper two voices - pure, 
unadulterated tonality - an expression of Palestrina's advanced har-
monic vision. Another example or sixteenth century modal modulation, 
i.e., where a cadence is made on a tone other than the tonic, can be 
seen in the Magnificat composed on Secun.di Toni, measures eleven and 
twelve. 
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This example is taken from a Magnificat composed on the transposed 
Hypodorian mode. Here, too, B-flat by our major and minor system 
is tel t though not strongly. The dominant to tonic movement in the 
bass voice, F to B-f'lat, plus the B-f'lat, A, B-flat movement in the 
soprano suggests tonality although the absence of a subdominant 
chord with its E-f'lat deters f'roa considering this passage as being 
unquestionably in B-f'lat major. 
The transposition of' the mdes was not, in any way, connected 
with "modulation". Transposition of' the mode was done by taking the 
aode a fourth above or a tif'th below. Nothing much was accomplished 
by ~his other than putting the composition in a different vocal color 
range and possibly making the accompaniment lighter. A mode that had 
been transposed was always dis~inguished by the B-flat in the starr, 
the only "key signature" permitted in this period. The B-flat in the 
staff was used to preserve the sequence of the tones and semitones 
when transposition took place - without the B-flat, the mode would 
lose its individuality. The fact that it was transposed did not 
alter its mode name; i.e., Dorian, Phrygian, etc. 
F &....u-- .... .atJa...r.. , •t o~~ observ~~ effect•of modulation on Palestrina's 
harmonic structure, attention now centers on harmonic rhythm. 
III. HARMONIC RHYTHM 
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Fundamentally, harmonic rhythm is the rhythmic life contributed 
to the music by means of the underlying changes of harmony .17 Changes 
in the harmony are achieved by a variety of ways, such as, dissonances, 
non-harmonic tones, rhythm and meter, and the degree of linear move-
ment, etc. Palestrina's counterpoint is a major contribution to har-
monic r~. 
Pa1estrina's CountetPoint 
Palestrina's counterpoint has been thoroughly analyzed many 
times b,y many people, and it would be pointless to discuss it in this 
17Willi Apel, Haryard Dictiopory of Music (sixth printing, 1950; 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1944), P• .319. 
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work; yet, mention must be made concerning those features which contri-
buted to his harJOOny and, thus, to tonality. Because the concord is 
the firm foundation of Palestrina's harmonic style, his counterpoint 
focused around the treatment of the dissonance: the passing tone, 
auxiliary tone, appoggiatura, suspension, anticipation, and the vari-
ous types of ornamental resolutions, such as, the echappee and cambi-
ata. All these features are frequently found in all of Palestrina's 
works, and all contributed to the total effect of harmony. That 
there is a relationship between Palestrina's dissonances and the 
subject of this thesis will be self-evident when it is remembered 
that the above-mentioned dissonances are all strictly observed in 
the "common practice period" of harmony. 
The honpphonic or fem1liar stx1e. Basically, the familiar 
style has all the voices moving in the same rhythm, producing a chord-
like progression. About the time of the "Papae Marcelli Mass•, Pal-
estrina developed a tendency toward homophonic writing for he realized 
that variety was obtained by employing both decorative polyphony and 
homophony. The style of the Magnificats is definitely not familiar. 
Only at cadence points in the Magnificats could a ho100pbonic style 
be said to present itself. 
The tuca1 style. Sixteenth century vocal compositions were 
usually in section form and in fugal style; i.e., the melodic lines 
have independent melodic rhythmic movement and imitation - Palestrina's 
Magnif'icats are not an exception. Vocal polyphony prevails throughout. 
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Each or the eight Magnificat& analyzed consists or six sections or 
approximately the same length, usually with a different theme (the 
first few measures might be identical) which is imitated in the voice 
parts and then not extensively used. Since the basic practice in com-
position during the sixteenth century has a consonant in the upper 
voices with the bass, the number of notes each voice had above a bass 
note contributed greatly to the harmonic rhythm. Fugue in the six-
teenth century meant canonic imitation. The polythematic fugal style 
or the sixteenth century was the forerunner of the monothematic fugue 
possessing many characteristics of the fugue.l8 The varying entrances 
of the imitating part in Palestrina's Magnificat compositions fore-
shadow the real and tonal answers of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
century fugue. The term real in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies indicates an answer which is an exact copy, preserving the 
major and minor quality or intervals, of the subject at the level of 
a fifth, or in other words, in the dominant key.19 In Palestrina's 
imitating parts an exact imitation a fifth higher can frequently be 
seen; for example: 
18Arthur Tillman Merritt, Sixteenth Century Polyphony (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1939), P• 99. 
19George Oldroyd, The technigue and Spirit of Fugue (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1948), P• 53. 
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This illustration is taken from Sexti Toni, measures forty-one to forty-
five. The exact imitation is shown between the tenor and alto voices, 
a fifth above. This example shows an exactness of major and minor in-
tervals throughout, and in doing so, the establishment of a tonal feel-
ing is helped. There are many other examples of this type of "exact 11 
imitation in the works analyzed; for instance, in Primi Toni, measures 
sixty-eight to seventy-one between the tenor and alto voices, and in 
Tertii Toni, measures eighty-three through eighty-seven between the 
tenor and bass voices. 
The tonal answer of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was 
used to help establish and preserve the tonality; hence, alteration of 
the answer was necessary. If the answer is not an exact repetition, 
even if only one note is not at the level of a fifth above, it is 
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termed "tonaln.20 In the Palestrina works analyzed, an inexact imita-
tion of the opening thematic statement is, also, frequently observed; 
for example: 
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This illustration is taken from the Magnificat on Primi Toni, measures 
forty-five to forty-eight, transposed Dorian mode. The interval be-
tween the two notes in the first half of measure forty-six is a minor 
third while the interval between the two notes in the last half of 
measure forty-seven is a major third; thus, it is seen that the opening 
melodic statement is dominantly answered) and the modality is preserved1i.a., 
t"o .. ec.rT•'" e,e .. c.e.c. , a'cl ill\ ~p\tc. •+- ..~r~ ... ~.., -.~9 e..* . ';:L.$C. "-Jio+&t"L 
The intervals in the melodic line~of the imitating partsvary in Whole 
and half steps from ._ opening statemen~ .. and in doing so, make-' a 
diatonic response within the mode, within the scale.21 These two 
20aeorge Oldroyd, The Technigue and Spirit of Fugue (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1948), P• 53. 
21llU.,q. 
"types" or imitation a fifth higher, exact and inexact, occur with 
about equal frequency in the works analyzed - the inexact, perhaps, 
occurs only slightly more. The fact that the inexact imitation might 
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slightly predom1nate~the two types would seem to indicate Palestrina's 
modal tendencies in this aspect since an inexact imitation helps to 
maintain modality rather than tonality. 
Another type or tonal answer found in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries has the tonic answered by the dominant and vice 
versa; i.e., when the subject begins on C and ends with G, the answer 
begins with G and ends with C. If there was not this alteration in 
the answer, the answer would end on a D, and that would be putting a 
great strain on the opening tonality 1 besides making it difficult for 
the third voice to enter since the third entry or the subject will 
begin with C. By making this a1 teration, the third entry can begin 
naturally and more convincingly in the tonality or the opening state-
ment or the subject. "Probably it is this necessary adjustment or 
tonality which gives the name tonal to such subjects and their 
answers. "
22 
Examples or this "type" or inexact imitation are not round in 
the Palestrina Magnificats analyzed. Answering the tonic with the 
dominant and vice versa is a feature readily observable in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries and is more within the scope or tonal 
22George Oldroyd, The TechniQJle and Spirit of Fugue (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1948), P• 54. 
considerations than it is in the sixteenth century where modality had 
not yet lost its influence. 
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Practices of the techniques used during the sixteenth century, 
and previously, were the foundation of later practices. Historically, 
the tonal fugue did not take form until the seventeenth century.23 
II II II I Alteration of the answer, resulting in a tonal rather than a real' 
answer, in the eighteenth century, is a feature characteristic of the 
tonal period. The practice of altering the fugal answer was not, 
however, strictly adhered to since it can be seen in Bach's forty-
eight Preludes and Fugues, for instance, that twenty-seven have 
tonal answers and twenty-one have real answers, which reveals no 
decided preference on Bach's part.24 According to George Oldroyd, 
a preference may be due to a "· •• greater or less adherence to, 
or interest in1 tradition and the custom of earlier times.n25 
Palestrina's modal tendencies are directly in line with the 
modes themselves. The reader will recall, from an earlier section 
on the modes, that in the JOOdes the dominant note, not necessarily 
the fifth, is next in.importance to the final in defining the mode. 
Thus, if the subject of mode I began on the final, it would be an-
swered by its dominant. 
23aeorge Oldroyd, The Technigue and &pirit of Fugue (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1948), P• 54. 
2411W1., P• 66. 
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If it began on A, the dominant, it would not be answered by E but 
rather by D, because D, as the final, defines the mode at the onset 
whereas E would not. 26 
The fugal imitation of voice entrances a fifth above is truly 
emphasized when viewing the following example taken from Secundi 
Toni, measures ninety-seven to 105. 
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Oxford University Press, 1948), P• 71 
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In this example Palestrina has each voice entrance a perfect fifth 
apart. The resulting initial notes are: E-flat, B-flat, F, C - a 
series or fifths. This type or voice entrance, however, is not com-
mon in the works analyzed. 
In conclusion, it is seen that Palestrina's imitations were 
governed more by modal considerations than by "tonal" considerations, 
;; 
as was pointed out previously; however, Palestrina used the exact imi-
tation almost as much as the inexact so that both a modal and a tonal 
reeling is apparent in his fugal imitations. 
Harmgnic frogression 
Composers or the sixteenth century were chord-conscious but 
the chordal aspect was secondary to the melodic aspect in importance. 
The chords which make up the harmonic material in Palestrina's Mag-
nificats are major and minor triads, their first inversions, and the 
first inversion or the diminished triad. To achieve variety of 
sound from this limited repertory, non-harmonic tones were used. 
Thus, it is noted that the melodic element largely contributed to 
the character or vertical harmony (more will be said concerning this 
aspect in Chapter IV). It is only at the cadence points that the 
harmony dictates to the lines. Before preceding any further, con-
aider the following list or chords: 
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Dorian: 
I I II II0 III Iti IV IV V V VI VI0 VII VII0 
D minor: 
I It I IV v VI VII0 
The above represents the available chords in the Dorian mode. The 
triad's greatest strength in harmonic (tanal) progression lies in pro-
gressions which combine dominant harmony with harmony from the sub-
dominant side; i.e., IV to v, or II to v, a progression interpreted in 
just one tonality 1 the tonic is not even necessary. Strength in bar-
monic progression is also felt in a V to VI progression. Adding an-
other chord to the above 1 particularly to the first two progressiou 1 
gives a distinct tonal feeling. A good illustration of' this tact is 
seen in the Magnificat on Tertii Toni, measures thirty-three through 
thirty-eight. 
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27Kund Jeppesen, Counterpoint, trans. Glen Haydon (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1939)1 P• 80. 
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The phrase is six measures in length, and there is an Interrupted ca-
dence (deceptive) ha~f-way between. Notice the relative abunda:ace of 
dominant and subdominant harmoll1'1 and the number of tonic and mediant 
chords. Actually, only one chord, the submediant, out of the whole 
phrase., does not fall into the tonality establishing harmnic progres-
sion. Certainly a small amount of these chords are needed to give 
variety to the composition. 
It is a known fact that tonal structure consists mainly of I, 
IV, V, and II (these tonal degrees as roots) and that the strongest 
tonal factor is the dominant effect. All these factors are found in 
the Magnificat compositions by Palestrina as cited in the above exam-
ple. It should be remembered, however, that the above illustration 
can be analyzed by strictly modal harmonic considerations, which only 
recognize triads in root and first inversion positions. 
Before concluding this chapter, the role of rhythm in harmonic 
impetus will be described. 
Rbtthm and Meter 
The basic feature in Palestrina's contrapuntal writing is the 
rhythmic independence of the different parts. It is through rhythmic 
life and melodic independence that the voices of a contrapuntal fabric 
acquire that character of individuality which is the very essence of 
Palestrina's counterpoint. The compelling factor in Palestrina's 
music is that the lines, for the most part, generate the harmonies. 
;s 
Both melodic fluidity and repose are achieved by variety in note values. 
The following illustration, from Quarti Toni, measures twenty-four to 
twenty-eight, will significantly point out this feature. Because bar 
lines were not used during the sixteenth century, they have been dotted 
in between the staves to better illustrate the independence or lines. 
The degree to which dissonances enter into the music as focal points 
has already been discussed in the beginning section or Harmony and 
Tonality in this chapter; therefore, no further mention along this 
path needs to be made. 
The music during the sixteenth century existed only in parts 
without bar lines. The performance regulated itself by the conductor's 
sign of the tactus, the basic unit of measure. The rhythmic require-
ments from the side of tonality find shorter note values in one voice 
offset by greater note values in another voice, resulting in a uniform 
steady-flowing stream. The two main rhythmic principles of Palestrina's 
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melodies are: (1) to give the syllables of the text that stress or lack 
of stress which they have in speech, and (2) the lack of pulsation in 
metrical fashion which is so characteristic to secular music. The 
"notion" of four beats, with a stronger and weaker accent as well as 
intermediate unaccented beats, is present but Palestrina undermines it 
as far as note-values go. By barring Palestrina's music too great a 
rigidity is implied. Passing notes and other non-harmonic tones help 
to define the rhythmic structure of a regulated pulsation. "An under-
lying pulsation regulates the movement of all the voices, regardless 
of how great their number.n30 The sixteenth century time-signature 
indicated: (1) a standard note or unit of measure, (2) whether two 
or three of these units of measure went into the note of next greater 
length, and (3) whether or not the standard note itself was to be 
divided into two or three notes of immediate lower value. It is only 
when the techniques of counting beats and letting the accents be 
governed by the words is acquired that today's musicians can correctly 
perform sixteenth century music. 
Throughout this chapter, significant features of the modes have 
been observed along with the factors which result in tonality, such as 
musica ficta, the leading tone, cadences, counterpoint, harmonic pro-
gression, and rhythm and meter. All these manifestations of tonality 
in Palestrina's music are fundamentally vertical-creating elements. 
The following chapter.will consider those factors which create tonal-
ity, horizontally. 
29Arthur Tillman Merritt, Sixteenth Century Polyphony (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1939), P• 36. 
CHAPTER IV 
LINEAR ASPECTS TOWARD TONALITY 
In this chapter, a perusal of Palestrina's melodic linea will 
attempt to discover how much, if' any, tonal features are apparent in 
his linear writing. 
Perhaps more significant in pointing out tonality in Palestrina's 
music than anything else, will be those various linear features which 
express tonality, such as: the approach to cadence points, melodic 
skips, sustained tones, and phrases. Palestrina's true insight into 
tonality will be best observed in his treatment of the various voice 
lines since his compositions are based on a linear rather than a ver-
tical approach. This chapter will also consider word painting and 
vocal tone coloring as they are expressed in Palestrina's late Magni-
f'icats. 
I. MELODIC LINE 
The full beauty of the harmo~ in Palestrina's style is revealed 
best in relation to melodic considerations.1 Palestrina's lines are 
freely-flowing and gently undulating ri th all the voices of' equal im-
portance in the composite whole. They vary by the constantly changing 
lKund Jeppesen, Counterpoint, trans. Glen Haydon (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1939), P• 101. 
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value of the notes and b,y the occasionally disjunct intervals Which 
must return by gradual motion toward the point of departure. Any m-
mentary reduction in the rate of the rhythmic flow tends to create an 
accent although this is an accent of duration only. It has already 
been pointed out that dissonances and chromatic alterations create 
tendency tones which augment the feeling of tonality. In the follow-
ing analysis of cadence points, the natural tendency of line toward 
a point of repose, Which is heightened by the use of a raised leading 
tone, will point out a significant feature of tonality. 
Tend!ncy togrd Cadence Points 
Tonal melodies have a natural tendency toward points of repose, 
as do modal melodies. However, When there are chromatic alterations, 
such as, a raised leading tone, or a half-step interval, or when the 
line is a gradual descending or ascending one to tonic, they tend to 
heighten the desire for the tonal degrees of the scale, the dominant 
and tonic principally, and bring the phrase to an end. The above is 
true for us today because our ears are more accustomed to tonal melo-
dies than to the interval relationship of the mdal melodies. The 
following illustration will point out these features. 
22 23 24 25 26 
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These three examples are from the Magnificat on Sexti Toni (transposed 
Ionian :roode), the bass, soprano, and bass parts, respectively. In the 
first example, the tonic is approached from a stepwise position above, 
the penultimate note approaching the final by a whole step. The com-
plete line represents each note or the F major scale in a descending 
movement; again, another pure example or tonal! ty - a complete major 
scale. The second illustration sb::>n the approach to the tonic by a 
half-step interval. Like the previously cited example, this line, 
too, possesses the tones or the entire F major scale - the reeling or 
tonality is unmistakable; there is no hint or modality anywhere. The 
third example shows the approach to the tonic by the descending skip 
or a fifth from dominant to tonic. or the tonal! ty or this line 
there is little doubt. To make it even stranger, in these six meas-
ures there is a total or four skips or a firth - a typical tonal 
bass line. This line gives strong indications or being governed by 
the harmony above. 
6.) 
These tonal features are not reserved to soprano and bass voices 
only. The following examples were taken from passages in the alto and 
tenor voices. 
75 76 78 
74 75 76 77 78 79 so 
In the first example, from Tertii Toni (Aeolian mode), measures seventy-
five to seventy-eight, the A minor scale is most definitely implied. 
The penultimate note precedes the tonic by a half-step, functioning as 
a leading tone. The G-natural in measure seventy-six is accounted for 
when considering this tone as functioning in the descending form of the 
melodic minor scale. The second example, from Quinti Toni (Hypoaeolian 
mode), measures seventy-four to eighty, also, finds the tonic approached 
by a half-step, creating a leading tone to the tonic. Both illustrations 
clearly indicate the A minor scale - another example or Palestrina's 
feeling for the major-minor tonal system. These cited examples are 
but a few which illustrate the tendency toward cadence points. 
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These five illustrations amply show the tendency toward cadence 
points in all the voices. The next consideration of linear tonality 
is of melodic skips. 
Melodic Skips 
According to Curt Sachs, even what he calls "chains of thirds" 
introduce major and minor tonality - harmony being a latent factor 
derived from the triads of its chains.2 The results of these dove-
tailed double chains, upon which the harmony is based, are contrast-
ing triads. Thus, there is a balance of statics and dynamics. Triple 
third melodies, c, E, G, B and D, F, A, C, form overlapping perfect 
fifths. These triple third melodies result in an alternation of major 
and minor thirds) Thus, it is seen what is meant by the opening 
statement; i.e., major and minor tonality is introduced from chains 
of thirds. A melodic example of this principle is seen in the Magni-
ficat on Sexti Toni, measures two to four, alto voice. 
2 3 4 
2curt Sachs, "The Road to Major," .Musical Quarterly (New York: 
G. Schirmer, Inc., July, 1943), P• 381. 
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This melody has a double chain of thirds, F, A, C and G, B-flat, D, 
and it has every tone of the F major scale represented. The tonality 
of this line is very strongly felt. 
The following example is taken from the Magnificat on Septimi 
Toni, measure 112, tenor voice. 
112 
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In this example, two dovetailed chains are apparent, C, E, G and D, F, 
' A. The subtonic is the only missing note which would, otherwise, make 
this a perfect C major scale. 
The bass part in measures eighty through eighty-five, Octavi 
Toni, shows a perfect C major scale melody. 
80 81 82 8J 84 85 
The tonality existing in the above example cannot be doubted. 
The example below is taken from the Magnificat on the Quinti 
Toni, measures eight through twelve, bass voice. 
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8 9 10 11 12 
The tonality of C maJor is unmistakable; the skips completely' outline 
the har:mny above. By thinking of this line in C major, the following 
tonal structure is apparent: I, v, I, IV, III, IV, V, VI, V, I. In 
contrast, however, the following line from the Magnificat on Quarti 
Toni, measures forty-two to forty-eight shows an unmistakable mdal 
character. This Magnificat is in the Phrygian mode with the line be-
low being sung by the alto voice, opening a new section. 
lf:o-··-·· ·-i:~1t ·rrJ·s··; 1··t1-· ··1 ~ .. ·_: __ t~=i] 
42 43 44 
l\l!f---'=t-...ll.~--____.-~L....r-_L-r_....-J-+t---:-·rs-~-:~E---xa-~l-=±+-=ti-::!:i:--1~:::-~--~T-u--~---------pr-~~ .: 
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In this example, the second degree or the scale is a half step above 
the tonic rather than the whole step found in major and minor scales. 
The seventh degree of the scale is shown a whole step below the final 
rather than the half step found in a major or minor scale. These two 
factors, foreign to major and minor scales, suggest modality rather 
than tonality. 
A strong indicator of tonality is the outlining of the triad 
in a voice line. This tonal feature appears somewhat infrequently in 
Palestrina's Magnificat writing (because his style is diatonic) •. For 
example, the following was taken from the Magnificat on Sexti Toni, 
measures sixty-four, sixty-seven, and 129: 
-- ... 0 ~ ~!__ £--L--t &-rl c. I _ ___._~ =~£~~ 
' a 
I 
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The example below was taken from Quinti Toni, measures eighteen, 
nineteen, thirty-nine, and forty: 
18 19 39 40 
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The important fact is that the use or melodic figures or a triad will 
"cause" tonality.4 All the above-mentioned features indicate tonality 
or a mre subtle type in Palestrina's writing. There is not an abun-
dance Of these features 1 however 1 and it should be borne in mind that 
these tonal features must be looked for while the modal features are 
more obvious throughout. 
The features to be discussed in the remaining portion or this 
chapter play a less prominant role in indicating tonality in Palestrina's 
Magnificat compositions. 
Sustained T9nes 
Sustained tones, also, share in indicating tonality, broadly 
speaking, but only when other tonality-creating factors, such as the 
leading tone, are present. Sustained tones can, and do, help to esta-
blish mdali ty. Since this is an analysis to discover the tonality 
apparent in these Magnificats, only those factors indicating tonality 
are being observed and discussed as opposed to those features indicat-
ing modality. Tonality is always aiming at some center or point of 
repose. The leading tone, psychologically, creates a desire for the 
tonic or final; therefore, this sustained tone quality, which suggests 
a tonal center, is more apt to be found at cadence points. Examples 
4Arthur Tillman Merritt, Sixteenth Century Polyphony (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1939), P• 12. 
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of this feature are very numerous. Two of the following illustrations 
are outstanding examples: 
Septimi Toni, measures 138 through 143. The complete A major triad of 
the final chord heightens the feeling of tonal! ty. 
Notes of long time value which are important tones in the major 
and minor scale system, i.e., the subdominant, dominant, and tonic, 
also share in indicating tonality, especially if these tones skip a 
fourth and a fifth. The followi.Dg example is taken from the Magnificat 
on Sexti Toni, measures 126 through 1311 bass voice, transposed Ionian 
v I IV6 I VII 
VI V II IV6 IV6 IV V I 
4 
This example illustrates the skip of dominant to tonic, the long note 
values of the dominant, subdominant, and tonic, and in measure 129 the 
triadic outline of the subdominant. 
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Phrase DiVision 
Phrase division, in terms of the music of the Classical Period, 
does not clearly exist in Palestrina's Magnificat writing. With the 
appearance of new words of the text, the sixteenth century composers 
usually took up a new theme. On some occasions 1 the same musical 
theme was used, or a small portion of it used, to different words. 
This, then, will account for the sectioning found in the Magnificats; 
i.e., each Magnificat is comprised of six sections, representing the 
six even-numbered verses composed.5 Each melodic line in turn is, 
usually, musically governed by the text. When the text is repeated 
later in another voice or voices within a section, there is frequently 
a repetition, musically. The following musical example is taken from 
the Magnificat on Tertii Toni, measures seven to eleven: 
..__......,., __ ,.,......,.,.,....,..,.. __ ....,_.,.~~+~-----~~--------'1---~-·--f 
7 8 9 10 11 
5see Appendix, pp. 85-86 
" 
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In this example, the soprano and alto are repeating the words that the 
tenor and bass have just sung (Spiritus meus), resulting in this parti-
cular example, in a music repetition. The repetition of a motif at a 
different register helps to establish tonality or a feeling of a tonal 
center when characteristic tonal features, such as a half-step inter-
val leading to the tonic, are in evidence. Conversely, when particular 
modal features are in evidence, a firmer establishment of modality 
ensues. 
One of the features in music that comes nearest to classical 
tonality is that which shows the strongest tendency toward some rep-
larity of metrical feeling and uniformity of phrase lengths. Broadly 
speaking, Palestrina's Magnificat compositions meet these qualifica-
tions of classical tonality. 
With the conclusion of phrase division, the section on Melodic 
Line is complete. Two other lesser considerations affecting the 
linear elements are: word-painting and vocal tone coloring. It must 
necessarily be pointed out that these two, word-painting and vocal 
tone coloring, are of secondary importance and need other tonality-
creating factors coupled with them in order for them to have any affect 
on the tonality. Word-painting in itself cannot create either tonality 
or modality but the text can suggest dissonance, for instance, which 
will affect the melodic line which, in turn, will affect the tonality. 
II. WORD-PAINTING .AND VOCAL TONE COLORING 
Word-painting is a device which the composer can use to illu-
strate, musically, some aspect or the text; i.e., a note or long time 
value can be used for the word "longe n. 
Although Palestrina's a cappella style gave solemn expression 
to the religious feelings, word-painting is almost non-existent in 
the Magnificats. Such a text as line K could exhibit word-painting, 
such as, possibly, having triple rhythm on the Gloria Patri. (This 
line is composed in the odd-numbered verses and is not within the 
scope or this thesis.) An example or word-painting can be seen, 
however, in the first text line of Secundi Toni where the word •ex-
sultan (rejoiceth) has the skip upward or a perfect fourth. 
lf•t il d o==f 
ex-sul-ta 
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Palestrina's musical style shows a flexibility and freedom in 
its melodic lines. The Magnificat compositions, like his other sacred 
works, do not possess an abundance or dissonances which are calculated 
to arouse and stir the emotions or the listener; as was the practice 
observed in the seventeenth century, where chromatics played an inte-
gral part in the creating or the emotional element. Chromatics used 
by Palestrina are within the accepted scope for modal writing. All 
the lines were written to bring the words and music together in a 
suitable manner and this indirectly affects the resultant harmo~; 
but, it needs other factors, as has already been pointed out. By 
the stressing of certain words through word-painting, major and 
minor tonality is better expressed. Text and duration of the notes 
governed the accent rather than arriving at an accent by "punching" 
the note; lines are diatonic, with the melodic interval of a third 
the most extensively used. 
For tone coloring, transposed mdes were frequently used 
during the sixteenth century to bring compositions into a oore 
pleasing and singable register. Actual pitch in performance 1 how-
ever 1 was not fixed - convenience ruled. Various C clefs, such as 
the soprano, mezzo-soprano, alto, and tenor, were used along with 
the F and baritone clefs, and the treble clef; the choice was deter-
mined by the range of the melody. An important rule was that no 
voice part should overflow the limits of the five-lined staff; its 
strict use can be gauged by the scarce instances to the contrary. 
Tone color is achieved with the use of the voices; i.e., 
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choral scoring for voices governed the resultant tone color. The 
choice of the voices was made according to the style of the compo-
sition. Male voices tend to give a sombre beauty, possessing a 
somewhat dark tonal hue. For brilliant and delicate coloring, sweet-
ness and purity of effect, and a delicate radiance, Palestrina employed 
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two sopranos and the upper register of the first tenor. It is seen, 
then, that these two qualities, word-painting and vocal tone coloring, 
do have a rather broad affect on tonality; they do not, however, 
directly cause tonality. 
All the examples shown throughout the chapter represent only 
the various types of linear technical features representing tonality. 
There are more representative examples or these types in the music; 
it would be redundant to list even a major portion of them. The 
illustrated examples are meant to serve only as visual support or the 
technical features of tonality discussed. Of the tonal features 
apparent in the linear approach to this analysis, the most significant 
tonality-creating element is the melodic skip, particularly the out-
lining of the triad. Next in importance would be the tendency toward 
cadence points, often elaborated with suspensions and decorated sus-
pensions - these in turn somett.es contributing to the feeling of the 
words. SUstained tones, word-painting, and vocal tone coloring are 
of relatively minor importance. T.be reader should remember that 
modality predominates throughout these works. The tonal features 
apparent only serve to indicate Palestrina's awareness of the shift-
ing forces of modality towards tonality. These works are designated 
as being composed on various tones and this alone would give an indi-
cation of their prevailing modality. Tonal elements exist because 
Palestrina was aware of the times in which he lived, and the fact 
that they possess such a high degree or modality is accounted for 
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when it is remembered that Palestrina was 1 also 1 a church composer of 
the highest calibre. Although this chapter is smaller in length than 
the preceding chapter, its importance is as great since the tonal fea-
tures pointed out are very subtle and are apt to be overlooked when 
considering those factors which generate tonality. The linear aspects 
discussed are more indicative of and more cogently indicate Palestrina's 
awareness of tonality. 
This chapter completes the main body of the thesis. A summary 
follows wherein the more important findings and conclusions of the 
whole study will be pointed out. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
Although each section concluded with a short summation of the 
elements which resulted in tonality, it may be welcome to summarize 
the results of those findings to achieve a final weighing of evidence 
on both sides. A novel or a drama needs a conclusion leading to a 
final climax or a harmonious, gentle relaxing of tension previously 
accumulated. A technical book, dissertation, or thesis, however, 
must be satisfied with the clear presentation of its problems by 
selected samples, without necessarily aiming at a final climax or 
even an exhaustive demonstration of its subject matter. 
The first two chapters, Introduction and Background, and The 
Magnificats, are meant to serve as a foundation upon which the reader 
can observe the edifice of tonality being constructed. The main body 
of the thesis, dealing with the specific features of tonality exist-
ing in the late Magnificats, explains itself. An analysis of the 
music was made, wherein the materials and tools which mlded tonality 
in the music were shown. It is hoped that the final result is a 
clear and concise manuscript which shows the degree to which tonality 
invaded modality in this transitory period of the sixteenth century 
and, particularly, showing the tonal features apparent in the late 
Magnificats of Palestrina. 
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A study or the ecclesiastical modes, opening Chapter III, was 
necessar.y to show the degree to which they had been altered to achieve 
tonality. Tonality is organized sound, a principle wherein the melo-
dic and harm:>nic functions or a certain number or systematically ar-
ranged sounds are most simply represented in a musical scale.l It 
was noted in the origin or the major and minor scales that emphasis 
was placed upon the dominant, subdominant, leading tone, and tonic. 
Gradually, the Dorian and Phrygian modes became nearer to the minor 
scales or the "tonal period"; the Mixolydian assumed the role or a 
major key with an excessive emphasis on the dominant; and fillally, 
the Ionian mode became identical 1rl th the major scale or the "tonal 
period". These results were particularly the responsibility or the 
extended use or musica ficta and the leading tone. The results or 
these factors brought about the complete triad as the basis or har-
mny in this period, particularly, noticeable in the usage or vari-
ous types or cadences. The cadences used by Palestrina clearly de-
mnstrate the features or prevading tonality present in his music; 
they are as pure and tonal as the cadences or the Classical Period 
or tonality, the eighteenth century. 
Palestrina was not only influenced by tonality but he helped 
to contribute to it. Composers or the Baroque and Classical Periods 
lJoseph Yasser, "The Future of Tonality," Modern Music, Special 
Supplement to Volume VIII, No. 11 November and December, 1930-31 (New 
York: The League of Composers), P• 2f 
used his treatment of the dissonance as models in their own composi-
tions. In the imitation a fifth above or a fourth below, Palestrina 
foresaw the "fugal form" of the "tonal period". It has already been 
clearly pointed out that his imitations a fifth above or a fourth 
below emphasize his adherence to the modes and modality. 
The melodic line in Palestrina's music shows a subtle aware-
ness of tonality, although taken as a whole, the lines are definitely 
modal. Such features, as the tendency toward cadence points, the 
outline of the triad in melodic skips, the emphasis which is placed 
on the cornerstones or tonality (the dominant, subdominant, and 
tonic), sustained tones, and, broadly speaking, the division of 
phrases, are all tonal features apparent in his Magnificat composi"" 
tiona. 
It is concluded that Palestrina's Magnificat compositions 
exhibit a very large degree of those features which spell out tonal-
ity. It is now understood w~ Donald F. Tovey believes that Pales-
trina's tonality is more easily achieved by a description in terms 
·or Beethoven's key-system than in the orthodox modal theory. Such 
evidences of tonality seen in his Magnificat compositions are excel-
lent indications that Palestrina was aware of the musical world 
arotmd him. However, he was, first of all, a church composer and 
would, therefore, have strong roots in the modality of the church. 
He preferred to incorporate tonal! ty, subtly and gradually, rather 
than to be a radical or even a strong advocate or the prevailing 
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tonality so predominant in this late sixteenth century period. It is 
the writer's opinion that these works exhibit tonal features; but as 
a whole, the works are clearly modal, principally, because of Pales-
trina's connection with the church. Palestrina's vocal polyphony 
represents a perfect equilibrium between counterpoint and harmony, a 
style in which the individual parts move about in perfect freedom, 
and yet, always observe the rights of harmony. 2 
It is interesting to note that perspective and tonality do 
represent, historically, the culmination of the respective techniques 
of music and painting.3 In Europe, at exactly the same time the 
third dimension was attained in music, as represented by harmony, 
its painters conquered the third dimension in space by means of 
perspective;4 while in the Oriental civilization, neither perspec-
tive in their painting nor tonality in their music was developed.; 
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2Paul Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York: I. W. Norton 
and Company, Inc., 1941), P• 229. · 
3Mark Brunswick, "Tonality and Perspective," MUsica1 Ouarter1Y1 
Volume XXIX, No. 41 October, 19431 Ed. Carl Engel (t:Jew York: G. Schirmer, 
Inc.), P• 436 
4curt Sachs, "The Road to Major," Nusical Quarter1y (New York: 
G. Schirmer, Inc., July, 1943), p. 404. 
5Mark Brunswick, loc. cit, 
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MAGNIFICAT 
A. Magnificat# 
anima mea Dominum. 
B. It exultant spiritus meus# 
in Deo salutari meo. 
c. Quia resperlt humilitatem ancillae suael 
ecce enim ex hoc beatam me dicent amnes generationes. 
D. Quia fecit mihi magna qui potens est# 
et sanctum nomen ejus. 
E. It misericordia ejus a progenie in progenies# 
timentibus eum. 
F. Fecit potentiam in brachio suo.# 
dispersit superbos mente cordis sui. 
G. Deposuit potentes de sede# 
et exultavit humiles. 
H. lsurientes implevi t bonis# 
et divites dimisit inanes. 
I. Suscepit Israel puerum suuml 
recordatus misericordiae suae. 
J. Sicut locutus est ad patres nostros# 
Abraham et semini ejus in aaecula. 
K. Gloria Patri et Filio# 
et spiri tui sancto. 
L. Sicut erat in principio# 
,_. 
et nunc et semper et in saeeula saeculorum. Amen. 
,. 
8' 
MAGMIFICAT 
A. My soul doth magnify the Lord. 
B. And ~ spirit rejoiceth# 
in God my Saviour. 
c. Because he hath looked down on the lowliness ot his handmaid# 
for behold henceforth all generations shall call me blessed. 
D. Because the Mighty One has done great things tor me# 
and Holy is His name. 
E. And His mercy is from generation to generation# 
on those 1t'ho tear Him. 
F. He showeth might in His arml 
"' 
He scattereth the proud in the conceit of their heart. 
G. He casteth down the mighty from their throne# 
and exal teth the lowly. 
H. He tilleth the hungry rith good things# 
and the rich He sendeth awq empty. 
I. He hath received His servant Ieraell 
being mindful of His mercy. 
J. As He apake to our fathers# 
to Abraham and to his seed forever. 
x. Glory be to the Father and to the Son# 
and to the Holy Ghost. 
L. As it ns in the beginning# 
is now and ever shall be1 world without end. Amen. 
,.. 
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TABLE I 
CADEICE POINTS 
C(W)I C6DJIQI l&ss COWQN 
Dorian D, A, F G, C E 
Phrygian E, A, G D, c F 
Mixolydian G, D, c A. F, E 
Aeolian A, D, c G, F E 
Ionian C, G, A D F, E 
NOTE: Both Knud Jeppenaen and Arthur Tillman Merritt agree on 
the above frequency of cadence points. 
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